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Monte Carlo use for CMS Analysis
‣ MC plays a special role for LHC
experiments
- Input to complex simulation
and analysis chain

Modeled in Geant4

Data Collection

- Particle interactions
with matter
- Detector response

Soft Processes and Non-perturbative QCD
- Initial and final
state radiation
- Hadronization
- Soft interactions
- Particle decays

Detector Simulation

Analysis and Discovery

Event Reconstruction

- PDFs
- Perturbative QCD

Hard Process
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Introduction and Motivation
‣ MC simulation plays many different roles for CMS
- Even when fully data-driven, rely on validation
with simulation
‣ As a parameterization of the background
- Many exotic search analyses (e.g. SUSY) searching in
extreme phases space
★

Depends more on MC tuning than pQCD

‣ As a tool for precision background modeling
- Example: ZZ(⟶4ℓ)jj VBS analysis (top right)
- Look for 4ℓ+jj with high mjj/Δηjj
- Distinguish EW/VBS production from shapes
- MC uncertainties critical with higher stats
★ MC

modeling directly affects results
‣ Monte Carlo for comparisons and precision studies
- Example: Drell-Yan measurement (bottom right)
- Simple selection with high purity
- Strong control of experimental uncertainties key
★ Results
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for comparison with theory state of the art
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Overview of MC use in CMS
‣ Monte Carlo is used in CMS to accommodate all types of analyses
- Budget of ~10 B events / year must accommodate everyone
- Reducing duplication important
- Compromise between modeling/statistical power/CPU…
‣ CMS makes use of all major MC generators and tests new developments
- Rely most heavily on MG5_aMC@NLO for ME and Pythia for PS+Had.

ME generator — by samples

ME generator — by events

MG5_aMC LO
MG5_aMC NLO
POWHEG
Sherpa
Pythia(+EvtGen)
Herwig
Other
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Based on rough analysis of ~20k samples, 25 B events for
2016 data taking. Should not be interpreted as exact!
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Overview of MC Generator Use
PS+Had. — by events
- LO generation used for many signal
models, usually MG5_aMC or Pythia
- NLO mostly for SM samples (backgrounds
for most analyses)
- Less samples at NLO but some with very
large stats
- e.g. DY, W+jets, top
‣ Pythia8 very dominant for parton
shower+hadronization
- Herwig/Sherpa used for alternative
Pythia
Herwig
models in precision analyses
Pythia+EvtGen
Sherpa
- Increasingly important!
‣ Choice of MC Generators driven by many factors
- Physics potential
- Ease of use, expertise, and integration within CMS
- Historical use (closely linked to expertise)
➡ We are open to (and excited about) new developments, but adopting
takes time
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Integration and Computing Setup
‣ Production of Monte Carlo in CMS on a massive scale
- Produce O(10 billion events / year)
- Necessary to analyze huge datasets
- Currently pushing computing resources (CPU+storage) to limits
‣ CMS computing infrastructure primarily designed around CMSSW
- CMSSW (CMS Software): modular C++ application used for event
generation, detector simulation, reconstruction, and analysis
- Steered by python configuration files
- Designed for input and output of root-based EDM files
- Linked to many externally maintained and produced packages
- Compiled with common libraries
- Distributed (read-only) via CVMFS (CERN Virtual Machine Filesystem)

‣ Submission to grid primarily managed through python-based tools
- HTCondor primary cluster management
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Integration and Computing Contin.
‣ All production jobs run through CMSSW and input/output EDM files
‣ General setup: C++ module with common interface calls external
generator code by event to produce HepMC::GenEvent
- Configuration of generator via python configuration
- Advantages: uniform IO (only EDM), no intermediate files
- Disadvantages: dedicated interface needed, not suitable for all MCs
‣ No HepMC for matrix element only generators
- Solution: externalLHEProducer module calls script to produce and read
LHE file (~hundreds events/job)
- Further issue: cannot include code in CMSSW when process
dependent / dynamically generated
- Solution: “gridpacks” with pre-generated/compiled code, and initial
phase space integration results stored in a tarball
- Stored on CVMFS and accessed by production job
★ Dominant production method in CMS (esp. MG5_aMC, POWHEG)
‣ Combination of two approaches also adopted for Sherpa/Herwig, with
initial phase space integration performed and read by CMSSW job
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Sharing Results for MC Development
‣ Rivet is well-established as an effective way to
share results for MC comparisons
‣ A concerted effort being made to increase Rivet
usage in CMS
- Contact persons by physics group responsible for
implementing/overseeing Rivet routines
- New interface between CMSSW and Rivet
- Allows Rivet to be used with same software
environment/code as used for full analysis
- Many new routines, for new analyses and legacy
results, are in the pipeline
➡ Example: jet substructure in tt events (TOP-17-013)
- Distributions probed for jets (possibly flavortagged) associated with tt
- Sensitive to shower and hadronization models
- Implications for LHC searches using substructure
- Public PAS, with paper submission + Rivet routine
release shortly
- Additional distributions in Rivet routine
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Pipeline of Rivet routines
for internal review

TOP-17-013
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MC Tuning in CMS
‣ CMS produces and uses custom tunes for most MC
samples
- Professor, Rivet, and MCPlots used extensively to
aid this process
‣ New tune for Pythia 8 produced and used for 2017 MC
- First CMS tune with 13 TeV LHC data
- Test the effect of using different PDF orders of
NNPDF sets in Pythia8 among other parameter
variations
- Some public results available, paper very soon
‣ Similar agreement obtained in min. bias and UE
distributions from higher-order PDFs with LO PDF
➡ Result with NNLO PDF taken as central tune
CP1: NNPDF3.1 LO (alpha_s 0.130)
CP2: NNPDF3.1 LO (alpha_s 0.130)
CP3: NNPDF3.1 NLO (alpha_s 0.118)
CP4: NNPDF3.1 NNLO (alpha_s 0.118)
CP5: NNPDF3.1 NNLO (alpha_s 0.118)
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αs = 0.013 for MPI, ISR, and FSR vs. tuned
ISR emissions ordered by rapidity
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Challenges and Improvements for Run II
‣ Huge developments in MC generation have been made and readily
adopted for Run II
- NLO with matching/merging dominate method for SM samples
- Some NNLO for Higgs/V+jets
VBS WZjj
‣ Event weighting for systematics
aQGC
- Greatly reduced the number of events for
reweighting
detector SIM compared to independent
via MG5aMC
samples
- Improved treatment of theory systematics
in searches/measurements (scale/PDF)
- Support for parameter reweighing in new
physics models in some generators
- Reduce simulation time and storage by
Enhancement at
high mT from larger EFT params
orders of magnitude!
‣ Similar features implemented in parton shower generators
- Being tested in CMS for 2017 MC
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Open Issues and Challenges Ahead
‣ More data ⟹ higher precision measurements ⟹ more accurate MC
➡ N?LO MC is the answer!
- … (very) CPU intensive
- Negative weights strongly reduce statistical power
P
- For weighted events wi,
( i wi )2
2
effective events Neff for fraction Nef f = P w2 = N (1 2f )
i
of negative weights f:
- for 35% negative weights (common at for high jet-mulitplicity/ high pt)
⟹ 9% effective events compared to wi = 1
‣ Disk storage increasingly on par with CPU usage as a concern at CMS
➡ Choice increasingly made in CMS to regenerate MC for new
reconstruction vs. storing and reading full simulation from tape
‣ Experimental MC campaigns put major strain on computing infrastructure
- Increasing software efficiency and robustness may become of
comparable importance to physics potential
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Summary and Conclusions
‣ Monte Carlo simulation plays a central role in CMS
- Huge investment of person power and computing resources
‣ CMS generates extensive libraries of Monte Carlo processes to be
used by many analyses
- Some generators favored historically
- Cross-checks and alternative models becoming increasingly
important
‣ Challenges for Monte Carlo generation are growing with larger
LHC dataset
- Precision increasingly important
- Efficient use of computing resources critical
‣ CMS could not exist as it does without Monte Carlo generators

Thank you for all your work on these excellent tools!
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